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 tt 1 problem.. won't load I just bought a new computer with an AMD athlon 64 X2 dual core processor (3.0 ghz, 7200 rpm), a 1
gig gigabyte (1gb) ram, and a 80 gig hard drive. I had win xp sp3 home premium installed on it, and everything was working

fine. I decided to try some other distros though, and found Mint. It installed fine but seemed a little sluggish at times. I wanted
to try something lighter, so I installed xfce. Well, I don't know how, but while using the computer, it started to run very, very
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slowly. I would open and close programs, there was a noticeable delay. In an effort to fix it, I went and got some of the latest
updates for xfce4. I installed them and restarted, and it was noticeably faster, but still sluggish. After a few hours of trying to fix
the issue, it had gotten really slow again. I tried all the common fixes, such as uninstalling xfce4 and just using a lighter xfce DE,
changing some of the xfce4 settings, disabling applications I didn't use, and deleting startup programs I didn't use. I tried it with
several different applications, from a live CD, to the regular operating system. I looked at the motherboard, my processor, the
ram, the hd, and nothing showed any signs of a problem. I even tried overclocking my processor and the ram, to no avail. After
trying every solution I could think of, I decided to use the Windows recovery tool. I selected "startup repair", and when I got to
the part where it says "Windows is unable to startup. Insert system disk, select and load from..." I let the tool load the disk, and

got a blank screen with just the yellow underscore. I tried doing a repair installation, but it just said that the repair was
successful, and then said that it was unable to load the following files: I went to my old computer, and downloaded the latest

updates for that. When I ran the tool, it asked me for an old install disk, so I went and got that. I placed the install disk in, and
proceeded with the repair. I had the same blank screen, and the same time, "Windows is unable to startup..." I'm about ready to

give up on this. Please help 520fdb1ae7
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